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Today:
Thunderstorms

Pride Center Opens
By Amber Prochaska
Editor-in-Chief

bow flag was missing.
It wasn't until Wednes
day, April 10, 2002, that
State Courts in Hawaii PGSA found their defaced
changed history in 1998 flag in a restroom, urinated
when they legalized same on. This was a blatant hate
sex marriage, claiming that crime that made PGSA
Hawaii's state constitution members feel unwelcome
prohibited denying a mar at Pacific.
riage license based on the
For the past year, Pa
gender of applicants.
cific has tried to establish
It was a breakthrough for a center for students and
those targeted as a result of the Stockton community
their sexual / gender orien to find resources designed
tation.
for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
On Monday, April 8, 2002 Transgender, and Intersex
the Pacific Gay-Straight Al persons.
liance began their annual
It wasn't until now that
Pride Week; however, when the Promoting Respect In
the organization went to Diverse Environments Cen
kick off the celebration with ter was founded to provide
ceremony, a "supportive, educational
a flag-raising
they discovered their rain environment."

This past July, U.S.
President George W. Bush
denied marriage to those
of the same sexual orienta
tion.
"A month ago, same
sex marriages were a big
issue," PRIDE Resource
XX Ines Ruiz-Huston said.
"These things need to be
talked about."
The PRIDE Resource
Center is dedicated to pro
viding a "safe space" for
those LGBTI persons and
facilitating
"educational
programming, social ac
tivities, advocacy and con
sultation with the goal of
enhancing safety, tolerance
and a superior quality of
life at Pacific."
This is a welcome place

Photograph By Joe Cordova

"Can you handle that?," exclaims sophomore, Kristen Hess to
junior, Dustin Winkel, at the welcome weekend BBQ Aug. 24.

on campus for LGBTI per
sons, said Ruiz-Huston.
"College is all about find
out who you are," said
Ruiz-Huston. "We accept
you for who you are."

.

The PRIDE Resource
Center is located in the
basement of the John Ballantyne Residence Hall.
For more information,
call (209) 946-2436.

ASUOP plans to make this year full of fun
By Alex Wagner
Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

While many Pacific stu
dents were on the beach, re
laxing and recovering from
the previous nine months
of class, the Associated Stu
dents of the University of
the Pacific, were planning
for the upcoming semester.
From organizing the an
nual safety walk, to a trip
to the San Francisco Opera
House, the mission of all
ASUOP officers is to serve
the students.
"The purpose of this
year's safety walk is to pro
vide a glimmer of what it's
like to be a student on cam
pus at night after everyone
else goes home," ASUOP
Vice President, Jenise Ho-

nesto said.
On the night of the walk,
faculty and students tour
the perimeter of Pacific's
campus and identify the ar
eas that pose the most dan
ger and then brainstorm
ways to minimize their risk.
Honesto says the addition
of light posts to the parking
lot in back of the sorority
and fraternity houses was a
project that was initiated af
ter last year's safety walk.
In addition to identify
ing the dangerous spots
on campus, participants of
the safety walk also try to
identify areas that could be
made more handicapped
accessible. An elevator will
be installed to the Wendell
Phillips Center this semes
ter in an effort to improve
its accessibility for wheel

The movie was shown
chairs.
"Before, when we had again on Aug. 28 and 29.
The Pacific Theatre is free
a student taking a class in
WPC that was in a wheel for students and open to
chair, we always just tried the faculty and members of
to move the entire class the community for a small
onto the first floor. But charge. ASUOP plans to
with an elevator, we won't show movies that have not
have to do that anymore," been released to video as
well as foreign films, Ho
Honesto said.
nesto
said.
A&E by ASUOP
Expected
to be the "big
Along with the new
Health and Sciences build gest hit" of the season,
ing and the freshly re however, is the Michael
vamped fitness center, the Moore movie festival which
Pacific Theatre is a renova will not only showcase his
tion ASUOP plans to make work, but also bring him
to campus. His movies
full use of.
"Bowling
for Columbine"
"The Pacific Theatre is
coming back with a bang," and "Roger and Me," will
play at Pacific Theatre on
Honesto said.
For its grand opening, Oct. 16-18 and he will speak
ASUOP brought the sum at the Alex G. Spanos Cen
mer-hit "Matrix Reloaded" ter on Oct. 22.
to the theatre on Aug. 23. ., "Bringing the Issues to

the Table"
"The best way for stu
dents to get their ideas
heard and see them imple
mented is to contact their
school's senator," Honesto
explained.
ASUOP is organized
much like our federal gov
ernment with executive,
legislative, and judicial
branches. The legislative
body is composed of ten
senators, one from each
school on campus and three
Senators-at-Large.
In weekly meetings open
to all students, the Senate
forms the agenda and poli
cies of ASUOP and must
also approve the budget.
"The main role of the sen
ators is to bring the issues
to the table that students
,qare,about,:'-Honesto said..

"T
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New renovations welcome students back
By Allie Wager

News Editor
A new school year calls for
a newer campus. Although
the campus makeover is
expected to improve the
university, some newcomers
find the renovations distract
ing.

Streeter commented.
One renovation that was
greatly anticipated by the
students was the Baun Fit
ness Center, which opened
to students after a ribbon
cutting ceremony on Sunday,
Aug. 24th.
Three years ago, a survey
was conducted concerning

Photograph by Amber Prochaska

WPC is currently going under construction to expand.

"It looks incomplete and
it's irritating to my eyes. If
they start something, it needs
to be finished before school
starts," said freshman, Scott
McGinty.
Many returning students
don't mind the construction,
however. They know better
things are to come. "It may
be ugly to look at now, but
I know the end result will
make up for it. I'm really
glad Pacific is finally acting
on a change," junior Ashley

recreational interests and
needs. As a result, students
expressed the need for a new
fitness facility.
"We out grew the facility
basically, and there was sup
port from the university to
address that issue. That sup
port came from the remodel
ing of the fitness center, the
lights on Brookside Field,
the addition of playing fields
behind Monagan Hall, and
the relocation of the Raney

Photograph by Amber Prochaska

Brookside Hall is the latest addition to residence life.

Recreation area," said Jen
nifer Sexton, Associate Direc
tor of Student Life Campus
Recreation.
The freshly finished center
includes a 32 ft. climbing
wall, 9 treadmills, 10 ellipti
cal machines, 6 stair climb
ers, 10 stationary bikes, 2
rowing machines, 2 new
multipurpose fitness rooms
which will feature relaxation,
yoga, cardio, step, hi-lo
aerobics, toning, and belly
dancing classes, and cardio
theater equipment so users
may hear both radio and
television through personal
headphones.
Not only was the fitness
center remodeled, the entire
recreational programs as a
whole are in the process of
improvement. The basket
ball and volleyball courts are
being moved from the area
between the Wendell Phillips
Center and the Main Gym to
the front of the BFC. Sexton
says this will add to the con
venience of the students and
campus recreation.
Until June 2004, the main
library will be in the process
of expansion towards Sta
dium Drive. Adding three
floors and 16,000 square feet
will bring the library to a
grand total of 68,000 square
feet. The library currently
stands four stories tall.
"The idea is we are com
pletely out of room for col
lections and students. So
what adding will allow us to
do is add compact shelving
to handle the collections and
expand study spaces for stu
dents including more group
study rooms and larger in
formation commons," said
Kathy Ray, Assistant Dean.
Currently, computers and
books are spread throughout
the university. The expansion
of the library will add to the
convenience of students by
providing a single environ
ment in which students can
use computers and books.
The
Health
Sciences
branch of the library, located
beside the School of Pharma
cy, is also under renovation
and is anticipated to finish at

the end of this fall.
Bigger and better enter
tainment has also been add
ed to Pacific. Located in the
McCaffrey Center, the Pacific
Theatre was made handi
capped accessible with a new
ramp added to the entrance
along and a wheelchair lift to
the stage.
The theatre was completed
in June and includes a new
$130,000 sound system, 181
upholstered chairs, and car
peting. The theatre will serve
as a classroom by day and a
movie theatre by night.
In an effort to make the
Humanities
Department
more centrally located, WPC
is being reconstructed. Part
of the reconstruction will add
to new classrooms as well as
more office space.
Across the street from

Photograph by Allie Wager

The new Baun rock (above).
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The new Baun Fitness Center was dedicated on Sunday, Aug. 24.

WPC, a brand new Human
Resources Building is be
ing built. Where the old HR
building was, the future
Office of Information Tech
nology is going under some
changes. In doing so, both
offices will double in size
providing bringing better
accessibility to the customer
service area, more offices,
digital phones and improved
computer technology, and
an employee training room
among others.
The just finished Brook
sideApartment on Brookside.

Road was designed to act as
a second Monagan Hall. The
apartment complex includes
50 individual apartments.
Each apartment features four
bedrooms, two bathrooms,
a kitchen, and living room.
The apartments come fully
furnished with same com
puter and TV benefits as the
dorms. In addition to the
new structure, two large soc
cer fields will be built behind
the Monagan and Brookside
Apartments.

Serving Pacific for 95 Years
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Student Emploment Expo is a success
By Elizabeth Corronzo

Co-News Editor

In the past, students who
were interested in work
ing on campus had to visit
each department to find out
what type of jobs were of
fered. Last year, the Career
Resource Center decided
to help students having
to go through all that run
around and create a "one
stop shop."
On Thursday, August 28
the CRC held the 2nd An
nual Student Employment
Expo. All the fun took place
on Knoles Lawn from 10
to 4. Pacific students had
the chance to check out 46
different departments and
employers, from the COP
Dean's office to California
Pizza Kitchen.
"The job expo was just a
nice and easy way to bring
everybody together and
greet the students once
again," said CRC coordi
nator of job programs and
job expo coordinator Kaye
Mooney.

Coordinator, Sean McNally.
All the booths had job
descriptions, applications,
and experts in the area that
could answer all the stu
dents' questions. The job
fair was not strictly work
oriented however, at the
event students were served
snow cones and fresh pop
corn. Following the free
food, students got to test
their luck to win T-shirts
and alarm clocks through
a raffle.
The CRC worked really
hard to make this year's job
expo better than last years
and they are also certain
that next year the expo will
Photograph by Amber Prochaska
be even bigger and better.
Students gather around the payroll table at the Job Expo to learn more about time cards on Aug. 28.
"I want to thank every
one
who attended, our team
If students had any all the students in need of last year as 450 Pacific
questions regarding work finding an on campus job," students attended the job and the CRC. Also thanks
study, legal work status or senior Hector Garcia said.
expo. All departments left to all the department and
direct deposit, the job expo
The turn out was very the job expo with various faculty who came out and
supported the job expo,"
provided financial aid, hu successful as the CRC did applications.
man resource, and a payroll an efficient job advertising
"This helps students said Kaye Mooney.
For more information on
booth to answer all ques to both students and all the to find a job on campus,
campus
job opportunities
tions.
departments on campus which makes their lives
contact
the
CRC at 946-2361
"I think this is a great op about the job expo. This a little more convenient,"
or
Hand
Hall,
1st floor.
portunity that is offered to year, attendance surpassed said COP Student Records

Greetings from the Girls

News editors welcome Pacific students back

By: Elizabeth Corronzo & Allie our new columns will be: is sure to interest the Pacific
Executive Echoes, On the community. With that said,
Wager
Co-News Editors

We are especially excited
to be this year's news
section
co-editors.
We are both seniors,
majoring in Com
munication with an
emphasis in broad
casting. Last year we
were active staff writ
ers for The Pacifican
and are now work
ing together to pick
and choose the news
we feel is important
to our readers. This
year we will aim to
fill the news section with
information that relates
directly to students and the
Pacific community. Some of

Town, Health, Fact/Fiction, our goal for this year is to
and Graduate Schools.
publish articles that inter
The news will be selec est students, however, in
order for us to fol
low through with
this, we need your
help! At the mo
ment we are look
ing for staff writers
for our section. If
you are someone
with a journalistic
mind who wants
to get involved with
The Pacifican and
be heard drop by
our office located
in South-West Hall
tive as we are constantly
and
fill
out an application.
seeking to report what the
students want to know. On
and off campus, we will de
vote our time to news that

Pleasure at Pacific

Jenny Avon

Guest Writer
Mark these dates on your
calendar because you will
want to be there! No matter
what your interest, Pacific
can pleasure you this semester with its various venues
and events.
Do you have vocal talent
or no talent at all? Then
come to the Summit on
Wednesday, September 3rd
at 8:00pm and every first
Wednesday of the month for
KARAOKE! Show off your
vocal ability while meeting
new people and enjoying the
Summit.
Have you been waiting to
hear live jazz? Then you are
in for a treat on Wednesday,
September 10th at 8:00pm
and every second Wednes
day of the month. If you
have a flair for jazz then
come to Jazz at the Summit.
Are you in the mood
for something a little more

romantic? Try the Pacific
Theatre showing different
movies every weekend. The
shows booked for September
are:
4-6 L'auberge Espagnole;
11-13 Bruce Almighty, 18-20
Standing in the Shadows; 2527 City of God. More great
movies to come throughout
the semester.
Would you rather attend
something a little more stu
dious? Then start attend
ing ASUOP's Fifth Annual
Faculty Soapbox Series, the
best of. Starting Thursday,
September 18th with David
Fletcher at WPC 122 and
more dates to come.
Plus, don't forget to buy
your $5.00 ticket to see Mi
chael Moore on Wednesday,
October 22nd at the Alex G.
Spanos Center.
To see what else ASUOP
has in store for you this year
contact Jenny Avon in the
ASUOP office at 946-2233

www.thepacifican.coin
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Advice for Fresh

Bv Shane Cipris
Perspectives Co-editor

The beginning of another
school year is upon us, and
excitement hangs palpably in
the air like a swarm of irate
mosquitoes. Late August in
Stockton...frankly, I would
not wish it on an enemy, but
now that all of you hapless
freshmen are here for at least
a semester-assuming your
parent's tuition check does
not bounce~I thought that I
would take this opportunity
to impart to you some of the
wisdom I have gleaned in my
two-plus years on our beau
tiful campus. The following
advice will be invaluable to
you as you conduct your
daily routine on campus and
around town. Pay close at
tention:
•University
President,
Donald DeRosa may seem to
be a genial and approachable
man, but under no circum
stances should you make
direct eye contact with him.
To do so is grounds for ex
pulsion or worse.
•Never lean against the
clock tower on South Cam
pus, as it is constructed
largely of Styrofoam and
crumpled-up
newspaper,
and will topple faster than a
stack of Jenga blocks.
•Your Resident Advisors
are there to help you. They

are more than happy to lend
you money, drive you around
town on errands, or give you
a scented-oil massage by
candlelight. Heck, that is
what they are there for.
•That reminds me: candles
are strictly prohibited in the
dormitories.
Instead, try
burning small piles of oily
rags. They give off a warm,
romantic glow, and you get
used to the toxic smell after a
few weeks.
•It is best to avoid verbal
conflict with your dorm
neighbors. If your upstairs
neighbor is too loud, simply
bash your ceiling with a golf
club several hundred times
a day until he gets the mes
sage. In a similar vein, if you
do not like your roommate's
choice in music, simply
pump up your own music
until the windows crack.
•Public Safety employs
many fine, dedicated men
and women who are com
mitted to keeping the peace
at Pacific. To get to know
them better, try passing out
on Knoles Lawn with an
empty bottle of Jack Daniel's.
Be sure to remove your pants
first.
•The smoke detectors in
the dorms cannot be turned
off, but they can be broken
surprisingly easily when
smacked repeatedly with
a hammer. This advice is

not intended for potheads;
that stuff will kill you. For
your health's sake, switch
to something harmless like
menthol cigarettes.
•Pay no attention to the
fact that the gates on the Ca
laveras River footbridge snap
a photo of your ankles every
time you walk past them.
This is totally innocent, and
certainly has nothing to do
with the impending cryptofascist New World Order.
•The bulletin-board ki
osks located around campus
offer many useful items for
sale. If you ever need some
extra-large garbage bags, a
shovel and a few pounds of
quicklime in a real hurry, this
is the place to look. Trust me
on this one.
•The fraternities and so
rorities are great places to
make lifelong friends and
give back to the community.
Except for that one house
with all the freaking jerks in
it. We all know which one I
am talking about.
•Speaking of fraternities,
when attending your first
frat party, make sure to drink
until you barf on your shoes.
Girls are always impressed
by a guy who is not afraid of
a little alcohol poisoning.
•I am told that the Cowell
Health Center still offers free

See Advice pg. 6
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fMHl By Alexandra Wagner
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Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

Empty Democracy
The state governments have found a new way to fin arc
their colossal deficits; fine elected officials.
In Texas, and most recently in Alabama, politicians have
b^en levied with heavy fines, and some even threatened
with detainment, for refusing to compromise with the gov
ernment on contentious issues.
Unfortunately, the threat Of arrest and monetary punish
ment was not enough to evoke deliberation in either case
signaling that America's political system has become so po
larized, the fundamental idea of democracy is at risk.
Is this what America has to look forward to? A political
system in which the two major parties are on such opposite
grounds that agreement will never be reached without some
sort of threat?
Constitutional expert, Cass Sunstein, stated in his book
"Designing Democracy," that "democracy requires the
guarantee that discussion will precede action in every cir
cumstance.'" Without deliberation, he explained, democraq
will falter.
But, where was the discussion before the Republican con
trolled legislature in Texas called a vote on a redisricting
plan that would strip the Democrats of half a dozen seats'
When did Chief Justice, Roy Moore deliberate with the other
court officials and state representatives before dragging a
two-ton monument of the Ten Commandments in front oi
the Alabama Supreme Court?
We are living through a period in which many of the con
troversial issues that were previously left out of mainstream
politics are suddenly coming to light and demanding recog
nition. Take the recent Supreme Court decision that ruled
Texas' anti-sodomy law unconstitutional. Since that ruling,
the country has been plagued with highly polarized debate
on the future of same sex marriages, further dividing Ameri
cans based on where they stand on the issue.
Most impending to our democracy, however, is the exam
ple set by the members in the highest branch of government
From Tom Delay blocking a vote on the widely supported
bill that would extend the child-tax credit to the Democrats
on the Senate Judiciary Committee filibustering potential
nominees, compromise is no where to be found. Worst of
all, our President, the man who promised to be a "uniter"
of the two parties during his campaign, has remained silent
and refused to speak out against the obvious deadlock be
tween the two parties.
If America cannot quell the factitious spirit in its own
country, how can it expect to bring peaceful unification be
tween the people in Iraq?
After the Ten Commandments were removed from the
Alabama Supreme Court last week, director of the Christian
Defense Coalition, Rev. Patrick Mahoney said, "This is just
the beginning. We're going to call everybody we know and
tell them to come to Montgomery to look inside that empty
building and see what the future of America looks like."
If America's leaders cannot find a way to put discussion
back into our democracy, our country will be emptied of all
thoughtful policy.

Serving Pacific for 95 Years
Hi
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Another magical year at RcJgy^^ffs Pacific
Bv Amber Prothosko
Editor-in-Chief

"We are only as strong as
we are united, as weak as
we are divided," so spoke
Albus Dumbledore in R.K.
Rowling's seven-book series,
"Harry Potter and the Or
der of the Phoenix." Pacific
students-like the children
of Hogwarts-are searching
for solidarity in others and
in themselves. Unsure of
the future and moreover, the
uncertainty of our wizarding
level exam, err, our test or as
signment next week, we pur
sue this idea of knowledge to
learn the things we feel are
necessary to succeed.
As mini-wizards arrived
on a mystical train to their
fifth year at Hogwarts School
of Wizardry (like some fifth
year students I know), we
embark on another year at
Pacific, or for some of us it is
the first.
One way students find
the solidarity we all seek is
through affiliation with clubs
and organizations on cam
pus. No matter what group
you choose, you will find a
splendid college experience.
I have been part of the
Pacifican staff for the past

two years and was recently
elected Editor-in-Chief. It
has been here that I have
found camaraderie and have
enriched my college experi
ence.
Just as Arthur Miller saw
a good newspaper as "a na
tion talking to itself," I see a
good college newspaper as a
community talking to itself.
You may have noticed the
new look of the Pacifican, and
fresh features-these are just
some of the things we have
planned to make this year's
newspaper unique.
We plan on featuring en
vironmental, health, art, and
political columns, among

others.
Additionally, the
News section will include,
"Executive Echoes," which
will highlight different presi
dents or leaders speaking
about their club or organiza
tion at Pacific. One of our
goals is to build stronger ties
with the Pacific community
and we hope that these new
pieces will aid us in doing
so.
I invite all feedback-posi
tive and negative-and even
encourage you to even join
the Pacifican staff. You can
stop by our office in the
South /West courtyard, or
call our office at 946-2115.
Overall, we are looking

forward to a fulfilling year
for the Pacifican and for
students, faculty and staff
of Pacific. We are of, for and
by the students; the voice of
every student for the past 95

years. The new style and fo
cus of this year's publication
will enable us to provide you
with the ability to have your
distinctive voice and con
cerns heard.

$
Win 25,000
forgradschool!
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Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In...
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
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To enter, visit

www.kaptest.com/25k by October

31, 2003.
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residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia and
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Canada (excluding the Province of Quebec) and students residing
ON A STUDENT VISA in these eligible jurisdictions who are
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by October 31. 2003. For additional eligibility restrictions and
instructions to enter, see the complete Official Rules, available at
Kaplan centers and orvcampus sites in the U.S. and Canada,
online at kaptest.com/25k, or by sending a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to "Kaplan Gets You In...And Pays Your Way"
Sweepstakes, 1440 Broadway, 9th Floor, New York, New York

1 -800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/25k

10018. Winner will receive $25,000 USD toward first-year tuition
at a U.S. or Canadian graduate school. Odds of winning depend
on total number of eligible entries received. Participation in this

promotion constitutes entrant's full and unconditional agreement to and acceptance of the complete Official Rules. VOID WHERE
PROHIBITED. TAXED OR OTHERWISE RESTRICTED. If you do not wish to receive notice of future Kaplan, Inc. promotions, contact
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us at Kaplan. Inc., Marketing Dept.. 1440 Broadway. 9th Floor. New York. New York 10018.

Pacifican staff gets ready for the fall 2003 semester.
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By Angela Richards
Environmental Columnist

It seems as though 9/11
has recently opened up a
new set of problems for
Americans, just when we
thought it couldn't get any
worse. Not only has the
crash of the Twin Towers
brought on war and eco
nomic trouble, but reports
are now surfacing that it has
caused some environmental
upshot as well.
Last week, the Environ
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EPA lied about air in N.Y. after 9/11

mental Protection Agency's
general inspector released a
report-almost two years after
the event took place-claim
ing the EPA declared the air
safe in N.Y. only because
they were under pressure
from the Bush Administra
tion.
On Sept. 18, 2001, the EPA
issued a report saying that
N.Y. air was safe; However,
Inspector General, Nikki
Tinsley says that the agency
did not have adequate data
to support the claim. In
Tinsley's report, she says
that the Bush administration
convinced the EPA to include

many comforting statements
in regards to air quality and
fewer messages about being
careful. This was done by
having the National Security
Council control any commu
nications that the EPA was
releasing.
What the report claims is
that EPA officials were pres
sured by the Bush admin
istration shortly after 9/11
and therefore, sugar-coated
the potential health risks that
New Yorkers faced due to
pollution caused by the crash
of the Twin Towers.
This news has New York
ers fuming. Manhattan Con

gressman, Jerrold Nadler is
already calling for a congres
sional investigation. Neiv
York Times columnist, Paul
Krugman is attacking Bush
and his administration in his
column. However, Mayor,
Mike Bloomberg remains
positive, declaring that he
trusts the President and be
lieves he would not do any
thing to put N.Y. at risk.
In another report this
week, congressional inves
tigators confirmed that the
EPA did rely on stories from
industries for pollution's
evaluations instead of solid
data.

Environmental Side Note:
YAY for the whales!! A fed
eral court ruled that the U.S.
Navy can no longer use its
high intensity Low Frequen
cy Active sonar system in
most of the world's oceans.
The system ruins thousands
of square miles of ocean
habitat, as well as deafening
or even killing many of the
earth's whales. The Navy
and the National Resources
Defense Council are now
working on a new plan fo |
safely testing the systems in
limited ocean area.
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It's that time of year;
hunting season. The roasty
Stockton heat burning crisp
ly, while the sweet aroma of
cut grass tickles the senses.
School has started. The girls
in their M.T.V fashioned
skirts and J.Lo glasses; the
guys with their boards and
perfectly combed hair look
ing for their prey, judging
anything and everything
as if it's American Idol.
Yet, this whole rage against
society, anarchy in the U.K.
has been done before (see
The Unread), so let's not
forget what makes school so
fun; freshmen are so young
and naive. No parents, no
boyfriends, no responsibil
ity, like a brand new child
opening his or her eyes to
the world.
Let us go, you and I, back
in time to a little liquor store
in south side San Jose. When
I was 15 the 'crew' and I
would measle our way to
this liquor store on Snell and
Santa Teresa. An old Chinese
man would sell us alcohol
and smokes, but only if we
listened to one of his wise
stories. I share with you now
a story that I hope you cher
ish it like I do. The old man
once told me, "Son, back in
my day in good ole Mon
tana we didn't have what
you younglings call 'cars.'
We had mules and bitches,
and I had me a fine looking
bitch at that. When pa and I
would go to da Cracker Bar
rel for some sweet tea and
grits, Pa would ride da mule
and I da bitch. As I got older,
dat bitch couldn't carry me
no more so I had to walk. I
loved dat bitch and I loved
pa but sometimes I couldn't
decide who I loved more."
The moral of the story is
when we're young we're
always trying to grow up,
not understanding or ap
preciating our youth. Life is
like film. You can bring your
life to a still picture, a single
photograph, and I ain't talk

ing about the naked picture
of your friend's mom. That
is what moments are, a sin
gle picture tattooed in our
minds forever. The problem
with moments is when we
are in this moment we take
it for granted and never ap
preciate it the way we will
wish we had two, five, or
10 years from now. We are
at the one point in our lives
were we can be whatever we
want to be. The truest sense
of college is about one's
mind, building a founda
tion for the rest of your life.
College is about growing
up and finding yourself.
This is were we truly learn
to love, learn to hate, ex
perience trust, temptation,
tears and anything else
that starts with 'T'. So as
an eighth-year senior I say:
capture these moments, un
derstand them, be them and
forever learn from them. We
as a community lack a good
social balance here on cam
pus. We compete with other
schools academically, but
it's another story socially.
Our campus needs to come
to life. We need to break our
cliques and step outside our
comfort levels (that state
ment has also been written
on a couple of times). You
never know, you might like
what's out there. "Some
times one grows when they
are most uncomfortable,"
said the old Chinese man
who sold me smokes and
alkie. We as a commu
nity need to get involved.
Play intramural sports, go
Greek, join ASUOP, do your
part; you might not regret it
down the line.

condoms; you just have to
find them for yourself. It is
rather like a scavenger hunt,
only more desperate.
•The Dollar Tree stores
offer a wide variety of house
hold goods at sweatshop
prices. They also carry sun
glasses and caps, which you
can use to ensure that nobody
recognizes you shopping at a
rinky-dink dollar store.
•Have an opinion? Share
it with the world by leaving
your message on the black
boards in the Library bath
rooms. Remember, nothing
conveys your viewpoint bet
ter than a soundbite scrawled
on a bathroom wall.
•Speaking of bathrooms,
the first-floor WPC restroom
stalls are a treasure trove of
fascinating trivia and peo
ple's phone numbers. If you
are looking for companion
ship, however, do not bother
with these phone numbers,
just cruise by Wilson Way
like a normal person. Tell the
girls that I sent you and they
might give you a discount.
•If you are trying unsuc
cessfully to add a full class
to your schedule, you will
be surprised how a few
twenties slipped discreetly
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to your Faculty Advisor can
help grease the wheels of the
school bureaucracy.
•Looking for a little green
ery to liven up your room?
(Not that kind of greenery,
Cheech). The local S-Mart
features a selection of deco
rative houseplants, most of
which is left outside, unat
tended, overnight.
•Keep in mind that most
of the cafeteria food is meant
to be admired from a dis
tance, rather than actually
consumed. When in doubt,
just throw the food against
the wall; if it sticks, it is prob
ably safe to eat. I am told
that the mashed potatoes
make an excellent spackle
substitute to cover up holes
left in your wall from latenight fistfights.
•Do not hesitate to shop
at Tiger Grocery, as sanitary
conditions there have im
proved dramatically over the
last two years. Well, the mice
are still there, but now they
only pee in the beef jerky
which nobody eats anyway.
•The only pets allowed
in the dorms are goldfish.
If you wish to keep gerbils,
simply paint them orange
and keep them in a fish tank.
I have heard of only one per
son being caught using this

Drive Thru f-spresso

method. Your RA has more
important things to worry
about, like people harassing
them for scented-oil mas
sages.
•It is quite offensive to fall
asleep in class. If you must
sleep, at least cut a pingpong ball in half, paint a dot
on each half, and put them
over your eyes. The teacher
will be impressed that you
are concentrating so hard
your eyes are bugging out.
•Finally, never use the
word "bong" at the Psychedelicacies smoke shop. It
is a "water pipe" for "fine
tobacco."
The above advice, coupled
with your own common
sense, should insure an en
joyable school year. If you
have not figured out by now
that none of the above is seri
ous, well, you are probably
in the right place. Have a
great year-I salute you!
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We use Free Range
Beef & Fork.
100% Grass & Grain Fed.
Experience the taste!

Gourmet Hamburgers
All Natural Beef
Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Carved from the Bone

SAN FELIPE
GRILL
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
Featured in Sunset Magazine

• Rotisserie Chicken

with fresh rosemary & thyme

•
•
•
•
•

Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
World's First Oyster Burrito
Grilled Garlic Prawns
Veggie Saute
Steamed Artichokes

We use free range beef and pork all natural
100% grass and grain fed!

experience the Taste!

TACO BARS • CATERING • PATIO DINING
PHONE ORDERS

4601

952-6261

Ave. • one blo<k south of

House Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand-cut Apple Smoked
Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea
Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Cnips
Fish Sandwich

All served with cole slaw
Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Fresh Lemonade
Serving all natural beef & pork
Apple Smoked Bacon, Hot
Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

March lane

ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard
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Members of Pacific's basketball team show their Pacific pride & support for women's volleyball at their game against
Santa Clara Friday night.

Come experience Greek life

me was the amount of liveli
arp hnnpv
riinnpd
liv
many of" which are nntc
nuts that
that are
honey dipped
ness
and
energy
that
flowed
imported straight from and sprinkled with nuts are
Lifestyles Editor
throughout the grounds. It
sold by the dozens.
Greece.
While enjoying the many was quite an experience; I'm
Some dishes you can
Many of you may
looking forward to taking
have seen last year's choose from are juicy flavors of Greece you will part again this year."
blockbuster, My Big beef or chicken gyros, be entertained by the live
The festivities get under
Fat Greek Wedding, a which are stuffed pita band who perform songs way tomorrow afternoon
story about the life bread topped with a from the various different and run until Sunday night
of a typical Greek- dab of tzatziki, a sooth- regions of the country. The at 920 W. March Lane. Nor
American. Unfortu ing yogurt-cucumber young adults of the church, mal admission to the festival
nately, few of you sauce. Or perhaps you many of whom are first and is $2, although you can pick
have actually experi will want to try the second generation Greeks, up free admission tickets
perform many traditional
enced the rich Greek deep fried calamari or
dances in their native cos when you swing by and visit
traditional
Greek
din
culture. This week
The Pacifican staff in the Maend is your chance to ner, which includes tumes.
Pacific junior, Alex Wag Caffrey center today during
live, feel and taste a chicken, tomato-cucum
ner,
who attented last year's Pacific hour.
little bit of the sensa ber salad, dolmades,
festival
said, "What struck
(grape-leaves stuffed
tional Greek life.
St. Basil's Greek with a rice and beef
Orthodox church is mixture), feta cheese
holding their annual and kalamata olives.
To satisfy a sweet
Greek food festival,
tooth
there are a variety
which will feature
of
hand-made
desserts
music, cusine, and
prepared
by
several
of
vendors
selling
the
church's
parishio
goods. This event is a
great opportunity to ners from scratch. The
learn about the Greek most widely known,
way of life while hav baklava, will be sold
ing an exciting time. along with several
The Greek culture other pastries such as
can be summed up in Kourabiedes, a pow
two words: food and dered sugar covered
dance. The festival almond cookie. One of
will have an endless the most popular spots
Rodarakis
row of booths, each every year is the LoukChicken and beef gyros will be sold at the Greek food festival this
featuring
different oumades booth. These
dishes and goods, are ball-shaped dough- weekend.
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By Sally Nichols
5fa//' Writer
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•#3 m»3t of u3 know, •{)?ies are known for taking
on mote tkan they can
handle. "Take this with a
grain oft Salt
you
fi*e« ai collage to work,
but make suxe that your
add drop form is not too
overloaded. Keep, your
head up., you will graduate
from hare one dag.
-rmnus
.^
m a Taurus, youx bullhaadedness can hinder
friendships
and
new
zypainiences, be suxe to
keep in mind that you axe
going to have to live with
these people hot the test
>f youx time here at Pa
cific! Keep uoux temper
down and male Suxe to say
please and thank you!
q£M2A/s
Twins, youx two sides
M

will give you a gxeat roommate, assuming they
advantage in these first axe not related to A/ixon
couple weeks oft school and experts on Watergate.
Use youx bipolar mindset
to try and understand the
new issues that you learn in
"The alignment oh the
class while applying them planets is now allowing
to youx everyday life
you to get mux lifo into
order. Whether it may be
class, love lifo, work, or
Uoux loyal follows
will leisure, make sure that you
be very appreciative when leave room for all oh it.
you lend the extra hand [Life is about experiencing
that has been needed a variety oh subjects, not
around the Pacific cam just the library or your
pus! Vo not expect prais boyfriends ox girlfriends
es, good deeds axe often dorm room.
left unnoticed Keep youx
head up, good karma will
assm
come to you in the enxtthe
(jet out of yourself, no
sound of running water one wants to be around
helps you focus,
a selfish person. Qy the
way, the old lady that you
ceodidnt help cross the street
Ok budget haters, get last Monday, told me that
youx heads on to make she put a voodoo curse on
Suxe that you wont have you.
to pay for uoux meal plan
with a I/SZ0. Set aside
SGCrTKPDOcertain amounts for things
Qeing knowledge hungry
and give the rest to youx can have both good and

bad aspects. 0"n one hand,
it is wonderful to want
more in the classroom,
but when it comes to being
really nosey, you will lose
friends in the end Watch
your back and lose the at
titude.

soqsrwpms
•OU right, you die hard
fans of "Sex in the Gity,
our imagination days are
over. When you get your
VDS-0 card back and Car
rie isnit paying for
the
qimi Ghoos you will be
in big trouble! "try thrift
stores, they help your bank
account and the environ
ment!
GOIOKQGO-KM
Ortists are to the calling,
(jet out whatever is In your
pantry and go to work!
Stress piles up fast in col
lege and art is a gxeat way
to transcend your every
day life! "Try cooking, body
painting, chalk drawing or

nail art, all of these things
are great outlets!
GQUGKSUS i
Ifou should be So
of yourself for
y
tive attitude! St
makes the

iu

know that life
can be hard at times, but
everyone has to be positive
to try and enjoy it
PQSGSS
Pisces, Pisces, you are
doing gxeat! School comes
naturally || you, through
hard work that is, and
from my crystal ball, the
professors are starting
to notice! Maybe chill out
with the exercising, S see
that all the energy Spent
on school is draining you.
[Listen to your body and it
will give you great results
in return.
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Section
debut

Sprint.

Social Studies 101
By Geora ette Rodarokis
Last semester as News
editor, I learned many of the
technicalities that go into a
collegiate newspaper. This
year, with a little more expe
rience under my belt, I had
the creative opportunity to
revamp what was formally
known as Arts & Entertain
ment.
The new Lifestyles section
was inspired by the feel of
the Pacific community. Col
lege life, particularly here at
Pacific, is truly a lifestyle of
its own.
Lifestyles was created
to branch out from A&E's
coverage of movie releases
and local eateries, although
these types of stories will
continue to be featured in
this section. Lifestyles will
now be able to reflect upon
more of the unique Pacific
lifestyle which includes not
only entertainment outlets,
but also other issues that
relate to our everyday lives
such as religion, health and
money.
This section will also
feature my own personal
editorial. This column will
be written to call attention
to one of the most vital parts
of life...STYLE. Style, which
includes not only clothing
and accessories, but also at
titude.
The leadership and devo
tion of our editors, Amber
Prochaska, Alex Wagner and
advisor Dr. Keith Hilton,
combined with the return of
several talented staff mem
bers, such as cartoonist Mar
tin Crownover, writer Sally
Nichols and co-Lifestyles
editor Lindsay Kennedy will
be a sure way to deliver a
worthy newspaper.
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Field Hockey smacks Villanova

The local rivalries between
the Tigers, Stanford and Cal
are always the best games
to watch. The teams always
come out in full force, with
bells on.
The veterans on the team:
Cameron Kato, Gina Sadler,
Alex Fiorina, Heather Kottmeier, and Jenny Hogan
are looking to take their last
season all the way. The team
is also stocked with enough
fresh meat, 11 freshmen, to
make a whole other team.
Other key players for the
Tigers this season will be:
sophomores, Kaily McGrath,
last year's NorPac confer
ence rookie-of-the-year, Dana
Walsh, juniors, Amy Hollen
bach, Lindsey Rovai, Alisha
Betcke, and Jenny Tran.

By Krystine Onabonaan
Sports Editor

Skirts, sticks and balls is a
large part of the game of field
hockey and the our very own
field hockey team has just
started their season. With a
4-14 record from last season
,the Tigers have quite the ob
stacle upon them.
This season, the field hock
ey team is filled with youth
and lead by experience. They
face a tough schedule that
includes local competition
from Cal and Stanford and
the top ten perennial power
Maryland.
The Tigers opened their
season with a 2-0 win over
Villanova at Stanford last
weekend, which marked the

Compliments of uop.edu

Junior, Amy Hollenbach just falls short of what could have been a goal against Cal on Sunday, Aug. 24.

second consecutive season
that the team has opened
with a win. The first goal
of that game was scored by
newcomer, Vianney Campos
with an assist from Megan
Haas in the ninth minute of

the first half. The second goal against Cal on Saturday,
was scored on a penalty cor Sept. 6 at 1 p.m. on Brookner at the end of the first half side field. Cal has beaten the
by senior, Jenny Hogan with Tigers for years, but this year
might be the year that Pacific
an assist by Lindsey Rovai.
The field hockey team will finally knocks them off their
play their first home game pedestal.

Schedules
Field Hockey
September
6th California
11th at Delaware
12th American
14th at Maryland
15th at Georgetown
27th at Stanford
October
4th at California
9th at Southwest Missouri
State

10th at Southwest Missouri
State
12th Davidson
13th at Saint Louis
19th
Alumnae Exhibition
25th UC DAVIS

November
1st Stanford
6th NorPac Tournament
7th NorPac Tournament
8th NorPac Tournament
11th NCAA Play in Game

15th NCAA first and
second round
16th NCAA first and
second round
21st NCAA
Championship
23rd NCAA
Championship

Rough start for Soccer
By Mercv Au-Yeunq
Staff Writer

The return of the Pacific
Women's Soccer team was
met with tough competition
from area teams. The first
exhibition match against
Sacramento State resulted
in a tie, 1-1. The tigers then
took on the Warriors from
Stanislaus State in another
exhibition and won 5-2. In
their opening game of the
regular season, Pacific lost
2-1 to San Jose State. Playing
against the Navy in their first

home game, the Tigers lost 01 in overtime. Currently, the
Tigers are 0-2 in the season.
Returning to lead the team
this season are seniors, Kris
hna Fetter, Gabby Olivares,
Courtney Clarke, and Ginny
Teunissen. Other key play
ers for the team are juniors,
Yvonne Bailey, Sadye Reish, Roni Matsumoto, Katie
McCurdy, Maggie Barsotti,
Colby Valentine, and Kim
Jones. Sophomores, Regina
McGee, Suzy Peterson, and
Felicia Weiss.
A class of talented fresh

men that are already making
an impact on the field joins
the Pacific Tigers. They are
Jennifer Smiley (Carmichael,
CA), Carmen Padilla (San
Jose, CA), Kelsey Nagel
(Lynnwood, WA), Leah
Shelton (Saugus, CA), Shan
non Johns (Carmichael CA),
Laura Guerin (Swampscott
MA), and Eryn Kishimoto
(Mililani, HA).
The Tigers will be back in
action taking on the Santa
Clara Broncos on Thursday,
Sept. 4 in Santa Clara at 7
p.m.

Soccer

\

12th UC Irvine
17th at Cal State Fullerton
19th at UC Riverside
24th (UC Santa Barbara
26th Cal Poly
November
2nd Cal State Northridge
7th-9th Big West
Tournament
14th First Round of NCAA
Tournament

September
4th at Santa Clara
7th at Nevada
9th Fresno State
12th Oregon
14th at San Francisco
26th at Portland State
27th at Portland
October
3rd at Idaho
5th at Utah State
10th Long Beach State

.

t'

Photograph by Kristen Stem

Soccer loses match in overtime against Navy on Sunday, Aug. 31.
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NFL Preview: Season kicks off Sept. 4th
By Jebr Alfareh

last shot at glory for some
time to come.
St. Louis will try to re
bound from a very disap
pointing season and revive
the greatest show on turf
against the New York Gi
ants.
Kurt Warner has something
to prove, and Marc Bulger is
waiting in the wings just to
add some pressure.
There's a new sheriff in
Dallas this season. After
three consecutive 5-11 sea
Above, quarterback, Tom Brady
sons, Parcells adds much
of the Patriots.
needed discipline and inten
sity to the club.
After seven long months
They open the season
of waiting, the time has come against a Michael Vick-less
for football fans to rejoice. Atlanta Falcons team, who
The season has arrived.
will rely on Doug Johnson to
Forget all that talk about run the offense for at least six
baseball being our national weeks.
pastime; football is by far
Parity in the NFL has
the number one sport in taken over, and nobody truly
America.
knows who will finish the
When families and friends season on top.
come together on Sunday
Looking into my crystal
mornings during the fall, the ball, I see the Eagles topping
Bible usually takes a backseat the Bills in the Super Bowl.
to the pigskin. If you ask me, Remember, you heard it here
God is a football fan waiting first.
to answer your prayers. That
is, unless you're a Cincinnati
Bengals fan.
Reviews and Picks
This season has more sto
rylines than a new episode of
Arizona at Detroit
"The Simpsons."
Both of these teams fin
The Tampa Bay Bucs are
ished at the bottom of the
the defending super bowl
league last year, and don't
champions, but no one has
expect much to change.
won back-to-back super
The Cardinals were killed
bowls since the Denver Bron
in free agency, losing their
cos of the late 90s. They'll try
top three receivers and Q.B.,
to stop this trend, but it won't
Jake Plummer. They signed
be easy with the season start
Emmitt Smith to a two-year
ing off in Philadelphia.
deal, which, if nothing else,
The Eagles will try to
will put people in the stands.
avenge their NFC champion
Remember Jeff Blake? Now
ship loss last season, and are
he's on the Cardinals, with
playing their first game at
no receivers and an aging
their new Lincoln Financial
running back. The Lions are
Field.
young and Harrington has
Last season, Oakland had
a new favorite target in first
the best offense in the league
round pick Charles Rogers.
and made the Super Bowl,
20-7, Lions.
but that doesn't mean a
thing against the suffocating
Minnesota at Green Bay
Tampa Bay defense.
The Vikings are coming
The seniors, err, I mean the
off
their second consecutive
Raiders take on the Titans in
losing
season and are an
another post-season rematch.
underachieving
group of tal
Oakland is stacked with vet
ented
players.
If
Q.B., Dante
eran players who are reach
Culpepper
can
learn
to hold
ing the end of their careers,
onto
the
football,
and
if Ranso this season could be their
. f t p i ' A y v b ' . t i ? f.C '('VcL.
r •..'i?.•'
Hiu( u .:c7
Staff Writer

dy Moss "feels" like playing,
they could rebound with a
winning season. Meanwhile,
Greenbay is still the Brett Favre show and are an a-typical
model of consistency. The
most durable Q.B. of all-time
will keep the packers streak
of 11 straight non-losing
seasons intact. Oh yeah, and
they don't lose at home. 3521, Packers.

8-8 record. Mike Holmgren
better change this trend if
he wants to keep his job next
season. 27-14, Saints.

trying to regroup after miss
ing the playoffs after their
2001 super bowl campaign.
30-17, Bills.

Baltimore at Pittsburgh
The Ravens are starting
rookie Q.B., Kyle Boiler after
his impressive preseason.
First round pick, Terrell
Suggs is a great addition to
an already strong defense.
The Steelers look to be strong
San Diego at Kansas City
once again and anything less
The Chiefs had the highest than a Super Bowl would
scoring offense in the league be a disappointment. The
last year, lead by R.B., Priest Kordell Stewart era is finally
Holmes and tight end, Tony over and Tommy Maddox
Gonzalez. They also had has made the pass the weap
the league's worst defense. on of choice for the Steelers.
You could call them the 24-13, Pittsburgh.
Boston Red Sox of football.
The Chargers now have Houston at Miami
a formidable trio of Q.B.,
An overtime loss in the last
Drew Brees, R.B., Ladainian game of the season kept the
Tomlinson, and just added, Dolphins out of the playoffs
W.R., David Boston. The loss for the first time since 1996:
of Junior Seau hurts, but if But they look like a playoff
they can avoid another sec team this year with the run
ond half collapse, they can ning threat they've always
improve on an 8-8 record. wanted in R.B., Ricky Wil
30-28, San Diego.
liams, and the acquisition
of longtime Charger, Junior
Atlanta at Dallas
Seau. The Texans are still
Michael Vick was 70% an expansion team, but are
of the Falcons offense last starting to build a team for
year, but is out for at least the future around David
six weeks with a fractured Carr. 21-7, Miami.
fibula. That is a devastat
ing loss for a team that Jacksonville at Carolina
has serious playoff aspira
Q.B., Mark Brunell holds
tions. The Cowboys seem onto the starting for the Jag
to have settled on keeping uars, even though first round
Quincy Carter as the start pick, Byron Leftwich had
ing Q.B., and looked good the better pre-season and is
in the preseason. Parcells is the Q.B. of the future. The
a coach that doesn't put up Panthers had the league's
with careless mistakes, and second best defense last
won't let the Cowboys beat year, and free-agent pickup,
themselves. With Vick out, Stephan Davis will improve
that might be enough. 21-10, an offense that ranked thirtyDallas.
first in the league last year.
You could call them the L.A.
New Orleans at Seattle
Dodgers of the NFL. 20-6,
The Saints are coming off Panthers.
a season in which they were
the only NFC team with a New England at Buffalo
winning record to miss the
The Bills added line backer,
playoffs. Led by Q.B., Aaron Takao and defensive tackle,
Brooks and R.B., Deuce Sam Adams to strengthen
McAllister, they have a solid a weak defense to go along
offense but a questionable with their potent offense.
defense. Every year, it seems Q.B., Drew Bledsoe and R.B.,
as if the Seahawks are a pop Travis Henry led the attack
ular pick to make a playoff last year and put up big
run, but then end up with an,
£ah3.9.t$ Are

St.Louis at N.Y. Giants
The Rams started the sea
son last year 0-5, and Q.B.,
Kurt Warner went 0-6 as a
starter. But they finished
strong and ended the season
with a 7-9 record, and they
still have Marshall Faulk (if
he stays healthy). The Giants
were robbed in the playoffs
last year against the 49ers
when a bad non-call ended
their season. But, they return >
with almost the same roster
and look like a playoff team/
Now, if only someone could
tell that Shockey guy to shut
his mouth. 27-24, Rams.
Chicago at San Francisco
The 49ers fired Steve
Mariucci after last year's
playoff loss to Tampa Bay,
and signed Dennis Erickson.
Q.B., Jeff Garcia is recover
ing from a back injury, but
it helps when you have a
big target like W.R., Terrell
Owens. The Bears signed
Q.B., Kordell Stewart to take
over for Jim Miller, and also
drafted Q.B., Rex Grossman.
They are also returning to a
renovated Soldier Field after
playing two years in Univer
sity of Illinois' Memorial Sta
dium in Champaigne. I can
see Rex Grossman starting by
mid-season. 31-10, 49ers.
Oakland at Tennessee
Rich Gannon had the best
season of his career in 2002,
and won the MVP award.
Their duo of Rice and
Brown is likely of the great
est W.R. duos of all time. But
it all fell apart in San Diego
during the Super Bowl, and
diminished all of Gannon's
accomplishments when he
threw 5 interceptions.
The core players return
though, and are hungrier
than ever for another shot at
the big one.
The Titans were beat by the
Raiders last year in the AFC
championship game, and are
out for some payback. 28-21,
Titans.
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Pacific rounds-up Broncos
ing head-to-head, any error
could prove to be unfavor
Staff Writer
able. And it did prove unfa
And the Tigers do it again. vorable in the Bronco's case.
It never seems to fail as Pa Joines shot down Santa Clara
cific defeated No. 14 Santa with a service ace to win
Clara Broncos. The girls took game one. Drollinger closed
on Santa Clara Friday night out the second game with a
in four games (30-28, 30-25, kill on a slide and a net viola
26-30, 30-26) with the help tion on the Broncos. After a
of middle blockers Jennifer defeat in the third game by
Joines and Susan Drollinger. Santa Clara, the Tigers came
Although this is Pacific's back in game four to win the
18th consecutive season match.
"We tried to be aggressive
opener win, it wasn't an easy
feat for the lady Tigers to serving and we gave them
accomplish. With two All- too many easy points that
American middle blockers, they got confidence from,"
Pacific's Jen Joines and Santa Santa Clara coach Jon Wal
Clara's Becky Potter, go lace said. "They made some
By Tanya Silva

f.

1

good plays at the end and if
we made them work harder,
it might have been differ
ent."
Well apparently you didn't
try hard enough coach!
Joines showed up Santa
Clara with 28 kills, 15 digs,
5 blocks, and 4 service aces.
Drollinger had an amazing
night with 7 kills, 5 blocks,
and 2 aces. Pacific's Hayley
Anderson also reached a ca
reer high triple-double with
50 assists, 10 kills, and 10
blocks. Pacific will take on
Baylor in Hawaii on Thurs
day, Sept. 4 at the Aston Imua
Wahine Volleyball Challenge
at 5 p.m. (HT).

Photograph By Georgette Rodarakis

Three time Ail-American Jenn Joines executes a kill against Santa Clara.

Volleyball Schedule
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September
4th vs. Baylor
5th vs. Wichita State
6th at Hawaii
12th Pennsylvania
13th Pepperdine
18th Idaho
20th Utah State
26th at T,ong Beach State
27th at IIC Irvine

October
2nd UC Santa Barbara
4th Cal Poly
7th at Stanford
10th at Cal State Fullerton
11th at UC Riverside
18th at Cal State Northridge
23rd UC Irvine

By Krvstine Onabonqqn
Sports Editor

Welcome back to all
that are returning for their
second, third, fourth, fifth
or maybe even sixth year,
and hello to freshmen and
transfers. I have some grand
plans for the sports section
this year. I have a unique
perspective of Pacific sports,
because unlike the former
editors, I am not only an
avid fan of Pacific sports,
but I am also a former ath
lete. That may sound like
a cheesy T.V. commercial,
but I do have great aspira
tions. I plan on providing
an accurate account of
Pacific sports, promoting
participation in athletics,
and a consistent coverage of
professional sports.
As part of my plan for this
year, I wanted to give a hu
morous look into the life of
an athlete. So here is the first
edition. The big question is
what do athletes do when
they finish their senior sea
son? Well, they tend to go
into what I would term "re
tirement mode." Retirement
mode can last anywhere
from 1 to 6 months or more.
Often times, athletes who
stop playing in the middle
of their career also enter
this mode, but in my case I
am stuck in it. I've been in
retirement mode for around
nine months now and the
longer I'm in it the harder it
is to get out. I have become
quite the advocate for walk
ing. Running just doesn't

have the same appeal any
more, without the goal of
higher performance it just
seems like a dumb thing to
do. I always wonder why
people run marathons for
fun. I also might not like
running anymore because
of the shortness of breath
and the pain in the lung area
that I get from running. But
those could be symptoms of
something else unrelated to
retirement. What else goes
with retirement? Well, the
thing that I hate most is that
my metabolism has slowec
down and I can't eat as
much as I used to.
Besides those minor
drawbacks, it has been
great not having to get up
with the sun to go and run
because I didn't pass my
conditioning test or have
to bother with curfew the
night before a game. I'm
hoping that my retire
ment mode will soon pass
and that I will eventually
get back into some sort of
shape. Thanks for reading
this, look ahead for more
random rants about athletes
and sports in general.

Athlete of the Week
Name-Susan Drolling
Year:Sophomore
Sport-Vol leyball
Started off 2003 season with an impressive
career high of 7 kills, 5 blocks, and 2 aces; a
large difference from her freshman season high
of 1 kill.

